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1. Introduction

The evaluation of intestinal diseases encompasses morphological as well as functional aspects. The proper function of any organ depends on a sufficient blood supply to meet its actual metabolic needs. Blood flow though is a measure of physiological and pathophysiological tasks which are accomplished by the respective organ. Thus, many of these tasks can be described by measuring the amount of blood passing through tissues. Inflammation is an excellent example of such a response to a stimulus which increases tissue perfusion. The measurement of perfusion intensity would be helpful to monitor inflammatory processes. In contrast to the obvious advantages of such an approach only very limited methods exist to quantify perfusion of the bowel today. Contrast media in MRI, CT and angiography can give a vague impression of the quality of bowel perfusion but are not usable to quantify perfusion. Doppler ultrasound is used to record changes of blood flow velocity in the main intestinal arteries to calculate the so called Resistance Index (RI) and the related Pulsatility Index (PI). Both cannot describe the amount of intestinal blood since they lack the information of the width of the intestinal vascular network. Besides the actual flow velocity inside each vessel the vessel width is the other necessary constituent to calculate flow intensity or volume inside a tissue. We developed a novel method to overcome these limitations - the Dynamic Color Doppler Sonographic Tissue Perfusion Measurement (DTPM). The following chapter describes the principle of DTPM and its use in gastroenterology.

DTPM was developed to meet so far unsatisfied daily needs in clinical practice, to quantify tissue perfusion in order to answer pressing clinical questions: is the tissue viable, is it damaged and to which extent, is there an inflammatory hyperperfusion, is the blood supply to an organ sufficient to fulfill its tasks properly.

2. Dynamic Color Doppler Sonographic Tissue Perfusion Measurement (DTPM)

2.1 Idea

The idea behind DTPM is that we all are used to estimate by the naked eye the intensity of blood flow in a tissue by watching the strong or less strong coloration of a tissue during a routine color Doppler ultrasound examination – but unfortunately this feeling that the blood
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flow is strong or weak cannot be used for a sound decision on treatment. All we see remains a vague impression. To discuss our findings with others or to refer to our own previous observations we need a reliable basis for comparison – we need a measurement of what we see. This is not easily accomplished since the pumping heart causes an ever changing picture of sparkling color dots inside the tissue under investigation. We need to measure these changes from beginning to the end of the heart beat to calculate a mean perfusion value referring to a complete heart beat. Moreover we know that perfusion is blood volume per time running through the vascular bed of a tissue. Volume per time per tissue unit is but perfused area multiplied by perfusion velocity (the area is virtually lifted at a certain height per time thus creating a volume made up of tiny cylinders which stand more or less dispersed between nonperfused (extravascular) parts (the non-colored background of the color Doppler image). The product of perfused area and perfusion velocity needs to be referred to the total area of the tissue section which is actually examined.

2.2 Principle
DTPM is a software assisted method to extract and use color Doppler data from standardized color Doppler videos in order to measure the perfusion of a tissue (Scholbach et al., 2004; Scholbach et al., 2005a, 2006; Scholbach et al., 2005b). The perfusion intensity (Q) is calculated as product of perfusion velocity and perfused area (A) inside a region of interest (A_{ROI})

\[ Q = \frac{v \cdot A}{A_{ROI}} \text{ with the unit } [\text{cm/s}] = [\text{cm/s} \cdot \text{cm}^2/\text{cm}^2]. \]

All colored pixels code a certain number of red blood cells moving with a certain velocity towards the transducer. The color represents the flow direction (red symbolizes flow towards the transducer and blue the opposite direction or vice versa). The shade of both colors from dark to light nuances represents a certain velocity value. Each pixel has a certain area and is the elementary unit of image resolution. Perfused parts of a tissue are depicted in color whereas nonperfused parts remain non-colored (black, gray or white). DTPM comprises the complete information, which is necessary to describe the perfusion intensity i.e. perfused area and velocity values of all pixels, which is extracted and referred to the tissue area under investigation. This way a description of perfusion is achieved which goes far beyond existing techniques of conventional Doppler sonographic perfusion evaluation as RI and PI (Resistance and Pulsatility Index) (Scholbach et al., 2005b). Thus DTPM is applicable for all tissues which can be depicted by means of ultrasound (Rouviere et al., 2004; Scholbach & Scholbach, 2009; Wieczorek et al., 2009).

2.3 Technical requirements
The equipment to perform DTPM is a conventional color Doppler ultrasound machine with transducers that are suitable for a detailed and fast color Doppler imaging. For the investigation of the intestinal tract a linear transducer is mandatory with a B-mode frequency above 5 MHz and a color Doppler frequency of at least 3 MHz. The machine must display the color bar inside the image and must show the maximum values of the depicted flow velocities at the end of the color bar. Moreover the recording of short videos must be possible (at least 2 sec duration) and these files should be recorded and transferred to an external PC via network, USB-stick or other data storage media for the subsequent DTPM with the PixelFlux-software. DICOM file format is preferred over avi-file format since...
information about image and recording details as well as patient data are included in the header of the DICOM-file but lack in the avi-file. Despite this avi files are suitable too but need more manual processing than DICOM files thus requiring more time and manpower to be processed.

2.4 Standardization

The standardization of image acquisition is crucial for DTPM. A preset of all machine settings must be defined in the beginning of a DTPM study to define in detail the best imaging conditions for the tissue in question. The following parameters must be kept constant in all times to ensure a comparability of the DTPM (others may be also fixed – depending on the parameters offered by the equipment in use): gain, frequency, persistence, color bar, time and spatial resolution, transducer type, ultrasound machine type, wall filter, depth compensation.

If the actual patient requires an other imaging preset then the primary one, it must be confirmed by statistical comparisons, that the measurement results of both presets are not significantly different. If significant differences are found in a preliminary investigation with the same probands or calibrating devices a special reference range must be established to compare those data with the normal range established with the new preset.

In general daily practice this strict confinement to the own standard preset does not interfere with a smooth work-up of the imaging requests. It is a general practice to define presets for special purposes and all manufacturers offer a variety of them as default settings for different organs and transducers. In most cases these presets can be used or need to be adapted only slightly. Such a preset should be named and can be reinstituted then by preselection before starting the imaging.

2.5 Phantom perfusion measurements

DTPM is basically a pixelwise evaluation of perfusion using the color Doppler image data as delivered by the ultrasound machine. To prove if the concept yields reliable results we made interobserver correlation studies as well as phantom flow comparisons of the actually pumped volumes and the perfusion intensities measured by DTPM. In a phantom study with a perfused tube in a water basin we found a highly significant correlation to the actual perfusion as pumped by a precision laboratory pump (Pearson’s $r = 0.987$, $p < 0.001$) (Scholbach et al., 2011). Moreover in a clinical setting the ultrasound of the thyroid revealed a good correlation between two independent researchers measuring the same video sequences (Spearman’s $r = 0.870$, $p < 0.001$) (Scholbach et al., 2011).

2.6 Output

With DTPM the following parameters are calculated from a video sequence recording at least one full heart cycle.

- Perfusion intensity throughout the entire ROI: Perfusion intensity [cm/s] = mean perfused area [cm²] * mean flow velocity [cm/s] / area of the ROI [cm²]
- Mean flow velocity throughout the entire region of interest (ROI)
- Mean perfused area in relation to the ROI
- Area of the ROI
- Tissue Pulsatility Index (TPI) of velocity / of area / of perfusion intensity
- TPI = (maximal systolic value – minimal diastolic value) / mean value - "value" may be velocity, area or intensity
- Tissue Resistance Index (TRI) of velocity / of area / of perfusion intensity
- TRI = (maximal systolic value – minimal diastolic value) / maximal systolic value - "value" may be velocity, area or intensity
- Spatial distribution of flow across the tissue
- an overlay of false colors upon the ROI shows local distribution of flow intensity
- Quantitative distribution of perfusion intensity throughout the tissue section
- the whole range of flow intensity (resp. perfused area) over a full video sequence is divided into percentiles. Each interval’s fraction of the ROI describes the distribution of perfusion intensity in numerical values.
- Time lines of above explained perfusion parameters of individual patients can be displayed and statistically evaluated.

An example of a DTPM is given below (fig 1a-d).

2.7 Performing a DTPM

The first step to perform a DTPM is to record a standardized color Doppler video of the respective tissue. In the case of intestinal diseases the bowel or gastric wall is focused on. Liver, pancreas and lymph nodes are equally useful targets of a DTPM investigation. In the following a typical procedure for examining the bowel in chronic inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) is outlined.

With a linear Doppler probe the respective bowel segment is imaged. Colon segments are in most cases easily distinguished from small bowel segments by their haustra. Inflamed bowel segments expose themselves by their typical inflammatory changes: they are much thicker, darker and less mobile than normal ones (fig 2).

The bowel segment is then imaged with color Doppler ultrasound. The patient is asked to stop breathing for 3 seconds to prevent movements of the bowel segment. Most inflamed bowel segments are rather immobile so breathing sometimes can be continued. In all cases flushing movement color artifacts, which may veil larger parts of the image behind a curtain of a single color shade (which unmask them as artifacts easily) have to be avoided. A video of 2 to 3 seconds duration is recorded then and transferred to the PC with the PixelFlux-software. The video file is then opened and calibrated according to the distances and the color hues. This is done by the software in DICOM-files and must be supported in avi-files by the investigator. The calibration is necessary to calculate areas and flow velocities. Flow velocities are calculated by direct comparison of each color pixel with the color bar. Since the software deciphers the velocity values from the color bar, it can assign to each pixel inside the bowel wall an individual velocity value. All pixels are measured and the sum of all colored pixels’ area and the mean of all color pixels’ velocity values is calculated. This is repeated automatically from the beginning to the end of a heart cycle. The software recognizes automatically complete heart cycles. The mean values of all colored areas (A) from one or more complete heart cycles and of all velocities (v) are calculated and referred to the area of the entire region of interest (A_ROI) to calculate the perfusion intensity Q (see above). Besides this most important parameter of perfusion more than 50 others are displayed and may add to the perfusion measurement (for details see www.chameleon-software.de) (Chameleon-Software, 2009). The perfusion intensity is used as the parameter to describe blood flow inside the bowel wall and can be used to grade hyperperfusion in inflammatory disorders. The grade of hyperperfusion is a measure of actual inflammatory processes at the investigation site.
Fig. 1a. Color Doppler sonogram of the terminal ileum in a patient with Crohn disease

Fig. 1b. Freehand encirclement of the ROI. Posterior and anterior wall are included
Fig. 1c. False color map of the terminal ileum in a patient with Crohn disease and diagram of the distribution of perfusion intensities with quartile boxplot (inset).

Fig. 1d. PixelFlux-output (abridged) indicating clue parameters as table and diagrams. The diagrams show the time course of flow velocities and perfused areas as well as the calculated perfusion intensities from the first to the last image of the respective video. Colored parts of the curves highlight the automatically recognized heart cycles.
Normal colon wall. (thick bar: 1 cm; thin bar anterior wall with three clearly discernable layers)

Fig. 2a. Color Doppler image of the wall of the ascending colon in a healthy proband

Normal wall of the terminal ileum (thick bar: 1 cm; thin bar thickness of the posterior wall with three clearly discernable layers)

Fig. 2b. Color Doppler image of the wall of the terminal ileum in a healthy proband

2.7 Interpretation and normal values
Bowel wall perfusion intensity is low in healthy probands (tab. 1, fig. 2a and 2b). Significant differences exist only between perfusion of the terminal ileum and some parts of the large bowel (tab. 2).
Table 1. Perfusion intensity in healthy probands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bowel segment</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Median of perfusion intensity [cm/s]</th>
<th>25. percentile [cm/s]</th>
<th>75. percentile [cm/s]</th>
<th>90. percentile [cm/s]</th>
<th>95. percentile [cm/s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TI</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Differences of perfusion intensities of different bowel segments in healthy probands (Mann-Whitney-U-test)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bowel segment</th>
<th>TI</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>CT</th>
<th>CD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p=0.230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>p=0.082</td>
<td>p=0.514</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>p=0.072</td>
<td>p=0.395</td>
<td>p=0.815</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>p=0.036</td>
<td>p=0.319</td>
<td>p=0.770</td>
<td>p=1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TI: terminal ileum  
CA: ascending colon  
CT: transverse colon  
CD: descending colon

There are no overt differences of the bowel wall perfusion in fasting probands and probands examined without regard to the time interval to the last meal (fig 3).

The thickness of large and small bowel segments (terminal ileum) is significantly different in healthy probands (tab. 3 and 4) (Hormann, 2011):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bowel segment</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Median of bowel wall thickness [mm]</th>
<th>Maximum of bowel wall thickness [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TI</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Bowel wall thickness of different segments in healthy adult probands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bowel segment</th>
<th>TI</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>CT</th>
<th>CD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>p=0.412</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>p=0.008</td>
<td>p=0.817</td>
<td>p=0.357</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>p=0.003</td>
<td>p=0.650</td>
<td>p=0.877</td>
<td>p=0.556</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. p-values of the two-tailed Mann-Whitney-U-test for differences of the bowel wall thickness of different segment in healthy adult probands
There is a weak inverse correlation (Spearman $p=0.018$, $r=-0.535$, $n=19$) of bowel wall perfusion intensity and the body mass index (BMI) (fig. 3) (Hormann, 2011).

In contrast to this no correlation was found between BMI and the bowel wall thickness (fig. 4).

In children similar results as in adults could be found (table 5 and 6) (Hormann, 2011).

Fig. 3. Correlation between bowel wall perfusion and BMI

Fig. 4. Correlation of bowel wall thickness and BMI, $n=19$
Table 5. Median values and percentiles of bowel wall perfusion in healthy children in different bowel segments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bowel segment</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Median of perfusion intensity [cm/s]</th>
<th>25. percentile [cm/s]</th>
<th>75. percentile [cm/s]</th>
<th>90. percentile [cm/s]</th>
<th>95. percentile [cm/s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TI</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. p-values of the two-tailed Mann-Whitney-U-test for differences of the bowel wall thickness of different segment in healthy children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bowel segment</th>
<th>TI</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>CT</th>
<th>CD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>p=0.130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>p=0.524</td>
<td>p=0.621</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>p=0.694</td>
<td>p=0.281</td>
<td>p=0.755</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>p=0.852</td>
<td>p=0.181</td>
<td>p=0.537</td>
<td>p=0.731</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Bowel wall thickness of different segments in healthy children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bowel segment</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Median of bowel wall thickness [mm]</th>
<th>Maximum of bowel wall thickness [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TI</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Differences of perfusion intensities of different bowel segments in healthy children (Mann-Whitney-U-test)

Between healthy adults and children no significant differences of the bowel wall perfusion could be demonstrated in comparison of all bowel segments (TI, CA, CT, CD, SI) (figure 5) and also no significant differences could be demonstrated in perfusion intensity (fig. 6) (Hormann, 2011).
Fig. 5. Comparison of bowel wall perfusion between healthy adults and children - no significant differences (Mann-Whitney-U-test: p=0.783; N: number of bowel segments).

Fig. 6. Comparison of bowel wall thickness between healthy adults and children - no significant differences (Mann-Whitney-U-test: p=0.680; N: number of bowel segments).
3. DTPM in gastroenterology

3.1 Chronic inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD)

IBD constitute a diagnostic and therapeutic challenge as their symptoms start creepingly and are unspecific. Their course is unpredictable and complicated by spontaneous recovery as well as unexpected outbreaks. The diagnostic gold standard today is the histology and endoscopic description. The threshold for endoscopy is high due to its invasiveness, need for preparation, discomfort and pain for the patient, often requiring general anesthesia, and costs. Non-invasive methods are therefore urgently wanted to make the diagnosis and to describe the natural course of IBD, their intestinal extent and the effects of treatment. Ideally complications should be also evaluated with noninvasive techniques. Imaging modalities hold the promise of being non-invasive (aside from the need of contrast media injection for CT, MRI or angiography or the necessity to infuse or drink enemas). Ultrasound combines the advantages of being noninvasive too while offering a spatial resolution which other techniques cannot achieve. Moreover this is combined with hemodynamic information displayed as color Doppler signals that give functional information and direct insight into the local inflammatory reaction which is from ancient times described as a process characterized by rubor, tumor, calor, dolor and functio laesa. All of them are reflected in color Doppler sonography as increased perfusion causing redness resp. increased coloration, heat resp. increased temperature by activated metabolism fueled by hyperperfusion, pain which can be traced by one finger palpation during the ultrasound investigation directly, swelling to be detected in B-mode ultrasound images and disturbed function which is reflected, among others, by stiffness of the thickened bowel wall and dampened peristalsis. It is therefore a logical step to use color Doppler ultrasound to describe this inflammation. Unfortunately conventional approaches fall short compared to the inherent potential of the method. Perfusion estimates from changes of the Resistance index (Britton et al., 1998) in the superior mesenteric artery do not take into account the blood volumes passing through the intestines and do not elucidate the specific increase caused by a certain affected bowel segment. More precise insight is possible by direct evaluation of the affected intestinal segment. To quantify inflammatory hyperperfusion inside the bowel wall scores have been proposed which count vessels or perfused area inside a bowel wall segment in still images. DTPM expands these approaches. It does not only count vessels but measures each pixel’s velocity value and area but refers these data to the area of the bowel wall and to full heart cycles. This way changes of these parameters which cause relevant spread of measurements in still images can be overcome and the error of measurement reduced which on the other hand is inevitable with the use of still images in describing a dynamic phenomenon as cyclic perfusion basically is. The following section describe in detail the advantages of DTPM in Crohn disease and ulcerative colitis.

3.1.1 Crohn disease (CrD)

CrD is diagnosed in increasing frequency in the industrialized countries (Munkholm et al., 1993; Pozler et al., 2006; Shoda et al., 1996; Vind et al., 2006). Its main localization is the terminal ileum which is easily accessible with ultrasound. Other intestinal sites may be also affected. Even with small bowel affections others than the TI the diseased site can be retrieved by ultrasound since the inflammation causes prominent swelling and hyperperfusion which are readily found.
Intestinal Dynamic Color Doppler Sonographic Tissue Perfusion Measurement

CrD is a transmural inflammation which typically causes a disruption of the clear borders between the intestinal layers which in healthy intestines can be clearly distinguished in all parts of the intestines (fig. 2a and 2b). This blurring of the inner wall structure may resolve and a thickened submucosal layer may point to chronic fibrotic changes. In acute stages prominent fat wrapping encapsulating the inflamed loops may be quite impressive. This mesenteric fat may host dilated vessels running in intervals to the inflamed segment to feed shorter pieces of the intestinal tube. Enlarged local lymph nodes accompany the inflammation but may be not differentiated in B-mode alone from resting but still enlarged ones. Here the use of color Doppler ultrasound is quite helpful or even necessary. As in the bowel wall in the surrounding structures perfusion intensity can be measured and thus compared to the bowel perfusion. Thus it is possible to discriminate different degrees of inflammation and to determine its focus. DTPM has proven to give valuable diagnostic and treatment-relevant information in patients with CrD (Scholbach et al., 2005b).

An example of CrD with transition from normal to inflamed bowel segments is given in figures 8a and 8b. B-Mode alone is suspicious for IBD but cannot tell resting from exacerbated disease. Color Doppler, in a standardized fashion of image acquisition, however, can show, that there is actually an inflammation going on. But to which degree this inflammation has already evolved cannot be deduced from such an image. To accomplish this, a semiquantitative method (Heyne et al., 2002; Rogoveanu et al., 2003; Ruess et al., 2000; Spalinger et al., 2000), contrast enhanced sonographic perfusion evaluation (Girlich et al., 2009; Ripolles et al., 2009) or even better, since not requiring invasive and costly procedures, DTPM is necessary. An example of its results is shown in fig. 8b. The red column refers to the perfusion intensity in the thin-walled segment, whereas the green one describes perfusion intensity on the neighboring segment. So it is very easy to compare different parts of the intestinal tract with respect to their actual involvement into an IBD. This holds true for the effects of treatment too. Figure 9 shows the differing impact of treatment onto various bowel segments highlighting where the disease is still active. This may aid the planning of future treatment modalities in selected cases. In this case the ascending colon responded much quicker and stronger than the descendent colon in a patient with CrD.

Fig. 8a. B-mode ultrasound image of the transition from normal to inflamed colon in CrD
Fig. 8b. Same image as in fig. 8a in color Doppler mode. Inset showing the results of dynamic tissue perfusion measurement in both segments.
Complications of CrD as fistulas can be described with great scrutiny. In figure 10a the cutaneous mouth of a fistula in CrD is shown and its closure is documented shortly after treatment with Infliximab. One might assume, that a profound suppression of the inflammation occurred. However, DTPM shows the details of fistula perfusion thus demonstrating, that there is a clear reduction of hyperperfusion but to a remaining value of 61% of the original one. The investigation of the intestinal opening of the fistula gives more information (fig. 10b). Here it becomes quite obvious, that further treatment is necessary to dampen the inflammation in order to prevent a new outbreak of the fistula. Repeated Infliximab infusions eventually led to a normalization of the initial hyperperfusion and resulted clinically in a permanent closure of the fistula. The terminal ileum, away from the fistula bearing colon, showed a different but substantial response too (fig. 10c).

Clinical assessment of disease activity might be difficult, especially in children. Often activity indices are sought to establish a basis to compare activity scores along with treatment and over time. These indices are a composition of clinical, anamnestical and laboratory data. They cannot describe the disease activity at its origin but are used when other tools cannot be applied (repeated endoscopies) or are lacking. DTPM can fill this gap. We found a weak but significant correlation of Children’s Crohn Activity Index to bowel wall perfusion intensity measured with DTPM (fig. 11a). An individual example (fig. 11b) demonstrates that there may be a clear discrepancy between the locally measured disease activity and the pediatric CAI. Striking changes of local inflammatory hyperperfusion fail to
Fig. 10a. Enterocutaneous fistula in CrD evaluated clinically (below) and by means of DTPM (upper part). Infliximab treatment caused a closure of the cutaneous mouth and a reduction of fistula’s hyperperfusion to 61%.

Fig. 10b. Same patient as in fig. 10a. Here DTPM of the colonic segment around the enteric opening of the fistula. In contrast to the proper fistula bowel perfusion drops less readily and signals the need of further treatments, which, after all, led to a normalization of perfusion.
Fig. 10c. Same patient as in 10a and 10b. The terminal ileum responds differently compared to fistula and colonic fistula origin.

Fig. 11a. Weak but significant correlation of bowel wall perfusion intensity and pediatric Crohn activity index.
Fig. 11b. Obvious differences of inflammation evaluation in an individual with CrD by means of DTPM and pediatric Crohn activity index (CAI). Red columns: Perfusion intensity; yellow columns: CAI. Perfusion intensity follows the actual inflammation more closely than CAI leading to diverging assessment of disease activity.

be mirrored by an adequate fluctuation of the CAI. However, this is not surprising with regard to the different sources of information in both methods. DTPM measures local perfusion whereas the indices refer to indirect criteria only. Similar results were found by others comparing bowel wall thickening and biochemical indices of inflammation (Mayer et al., 2000)

### 3.1.2 Ulcerative colitis (UC)

As in CrD UC-incidence is increasing too (Jakobsen et al., 2008) but contradictory reports have been also published (Loftus et al., 2007; Molinie et al., 2004). In less industrialized regions similar incidences as in industrialized countries were found for both CD and UC (Sood et al., 2003). This stresses the need for a fast and reliable, cheap and non-invasive diagnostic tool for these conditions. DTPM, which meets these needs, can affirm the presence of colonic inflammation and describe its activity quite clearly.

We correlated several histological parameters (table 9) of UC with DTPM at the site of the biopsies in 19 patients with UC (Scholbach et al., 2010).

Patients with UC demonstrated a weak but significant correlation of their bowel wall perfusion intensity and wall thickness (fig. 7).

A synopsis of histological, endoscopic and color Doppler images underscores the advantage of a perfusion measurement (figure 12). It is helpful to describe the degree of inflammation numerically in order to substantiate the visual impression of imaging and the verbal description of findings. The columns demonstrate clearly how DTPM can tell severe from medium and low grade inflammation whereas the images themselves are important and impressive but cannot convey such precise information that would make them numerically
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score points</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changes of crypt architecture (Bentley et al., 2002)</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>severe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depletion of goblet cells (Guindi &amp; Riddell, 2004; Hendrickson et al., 2002; Morson, 1971)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>severe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paneth cells distal of the left colon flexure (Bentley et al., 2002)</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>few</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphocytes (Ajioka et al., 2005; Bentley et al., 2002; Eksteen et al., 2008)</td>
<td>normal concentration</td>
<td>minor increase</td>
<td>relevant increase</td>
<td>severe increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma cells (Bentley et al., 2002; Morson, 1971)</td>
<td>normal concentration</td>
<td>minor increase</td>
<td>relevant increase</td>
<td>severe increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eosinophils (Eksteen et al., 2008; Schmitz-Moormann &amp; Himmelmann, 1988)</td>
<td>normal concentration</td>
<td>minor increase</td>
<td>relevant increase</td>
<td>severe increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unspecific inflammatory infiltrates (Bentley et al., 2002)</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>severe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMNs in Lamina propria and Lamina epithelialis (Glickman et al., 2004; Reaves et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2004)</td>
<td>normal concentration</td>
<td>minor increase</td>
<td>relevant increase</td>
<td>severe increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crypt abscesses (Bentley et al., 2002; Glickman et al., 2004; Hendrickson et al., 2002; Morson, 1971)</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>few</td>
<td>some</td>
<td>many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edema (Hendrickson et al., 2002)</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>severe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score points</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosions or ulcerations (Bentley et al., 2002; Hendrickson et al., 2002)</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>erosion</td>
<td>large erosions</td>
<td>ulcerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regenerative epithelium (Lee, 1987; Morson, 1971)</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>scarce</td>
<td>relevant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibrosis (Mitomi et al., 2005; Schmitz-Moormann &amp; Himmelmann, 1988)</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>severe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased cryptal distance to muscularis mucosae (Morson, 1971; Robert et al., 2004; Schmitz-Moormann &amp; Himmelmann, 1988)</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>minor</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>severe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. Histological criteria compared with DTPM from the biopsy site

![Fig. 7. Correlation of bowel wall perfusion and wall thickness in patients with ulcerative colitis (Spearman p<0.001, r=0.563)](www.intechopen.com)
Intestinal Dynamic Color Doppler Sonographic Tissue Perfusion Measurement

comparable. With respect to the color Doppler images it must be stressed, that the information given by single images may be misleading since the image is taken from an undefined point of the heart cycle. The visual impression changes profoundly from systole to diastole. DTPM, in contrary evaluates all images of an entire heart cycle, thus ruling out this error.

Fig. 12. Synopsis of histology (upper row), color Doppler images (central row), endoscopy (lower row), and perfusion intensity measurement (red columns) of different bowel segments (TI: terminal ileum, CD: descending colon) in different patients (1-3). Normal range limit indicated by dashed line.

4. Summary

In IBD, in CrD as well as in UC, a fast, convenient, inexpensive and reliable assessment of the intestinal inflammation is possible without preparation of the patient. DTPM allows a true comparison of measurement results in the course of the disease by the use of standardized imaging conditions, defined ultrasound presets and an objective software-based calculation of inflammatory hyperperfusion. Significant correlations could be demonstrated with established histological criteria. DTPM is thus an adjunct to colonoscopy quantifying inflammation with minimal effort. In some cases it may even replace a control endoscopy. In all cases it will add to the endoscopic findings what cannot be perceived from the luminal perspective: the reliable, since numerical description of the periintestinal

www.intechopen.com
structures and their perfusion as well as a refined description of the changes inside the submucosal layers of the intestinal wall.
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To publish a book on colonoscopy suitable for an international medical audience, drawing upon the expertise and talents of many outstanding world-wide clinicians, is a daunting task. New developments in videocolonoscope instruments, procedural technique, patient selection and preparation, and moderate sedation and monitoring are being made and reported daily in both the medical and the lay press. Just as over the last several decades colonoscopy has largely supplanted the use of barium enema x-ray study of the colon, new developments in gastrointestinal imaging such as computerized tomographic colonography and video transmitted capsule study of the colonic lumen and new discoveries in cellular and molecular biology that may facilitate the early detection of colon cancer, colon polyps and other gastrointestinal pathology threaten to relegate the role of screening colonoscopy to the side lines of medical practice. This book draws on the talents of renowned physicians who convey a sense of the history, the present state-of-the art and ongoing confronting issues, and the predicted future of this discipline.
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